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Oct. 14, 2010 - PRLog -- And some of these pro’s are pissed off that he’s revealing these secrets to people
outside the magic and mentalism industry. They don’t want guys like you to know that the skills behind
their killer magic tricks and awesome mentalism and mind control stunts… are actually easy to master.
Once you have the shortcuts. (Some of these veterans feel their careers are now threatened.)

Grab A Copy Click here
http://www.scam-scam.com/master-mentalism-torrent/

These are the secrets that can take any mentalist or magician at any level (even just starting out)… and
launch you into a whole new world of amazing skills that will leave other magicians and mentalists in awe.

You wanna “crack the magician’s code” revealing the secret skills that keep guys like
Criss Angel, David Blaine, David Copperfield & Derren Brown astonishing people year after year… and
yet not have to surfer the years of failure before finally being able to perform at the level that most
mentalists and magicians fear? You wanna astonish people with fresh, powerful and nasty tricks and
illusions they’ll remember for the rest of their lives? You want the kind of permanent skills that earn instant
respect… and make doing magic and mentalism fun again?

Grab A Copy Click here

And you wanna be able to begin using your new skills tonight, in the heat of a performance?

Well, guess what? It can all be yours, faster and easier than you ever dreamed possible. Because these
shortcuts work for anyone – whether you’re a shy kid who’s never done a magic trick in his life, or a
veteran magician or mentalist who’s hit a stale plateau and desperately needs to get to the next level.

Even the most advanced professionals agree: “Mr. X” is the best thing to happen to magicians and
mentalists who want to master the art, fast.

Grab A Copy Click here
http://www.scam-scam.com/master-mentalism-torrent/
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